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l&we&s of Side systans 

ValentineL.Telegdi 
- Institute forHigh&xxgyPhysics,EXH,(3+8092 Zurich 

c incollaborationwith 
Stanley J. Brodsky, . . . 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Ckder (SL?C), Stanford Univ., Stanfozd, CA 94305 
(curr~tlyBunboldtFellow,MPI Iieidelberg) 

_ The honor of adlressing this gathering of distinguished atanic physicists came to 
one of us (VLT) as a shocking surprise. It is true that quite sOme time in the 
past VLT too was a member of the "Inverse Millionaires Club" - that circle of 
p5oplewho~surethingstoafractionofappn - but that was so long ago that 
it could hardly justify my talking to you m. For a while VLT thought that the 
invitation was prompted by his fluency in Italian, but that turned out to be 
wrcxqsincethetalksaretobegiven inEhglish (p resumably laqely broken). 

The shockof the invitation becameevengxeaterwhenVLT saw the title proposed 
for his talk: %eneral@antunElectrodynamicAspects Related totheSpectroscqy 
of Simple Atcmic Sysm,,. Qily a oarmittee of seasoned sadists oould assign such 
a subject to an experimental physicist, a& only an inveterate masochist could 
volunteer to accept it! Very fortunately the printed program had a vague title: 
%eneral@antumElectrcdynamicAspects", tilt even that sounded like an impossible 
allenge. 

Under these circumstances, after having foolishly acoepted (who can resist a 
chance to see Pisa again?), VLT decided on the following strategem: a) change the 
title so as to bring this audience up to date on scme n&em topics less familiar 
tothisaudience than theonepropos&,b) gethimselfa oollaboratorwith impec- 

cable credentials. Stan Brodsky has kindly agreed to assist VLT in an otherwise 
impossible task. 

Paraphrasing what has been said of the famous treatise by Landau and Lifshitz, 
one oxld say "This talk will not ccntain a single formula by Telegdi, and not a 
single word by Brodsky". 

This conference is devoted to the Bydrogen Ati and its younger relatives like 
positronium. The latter, canposed of (pres&ly) point-like objects, is the ideal 
testing ground for QED. It should hence be of interest to this audience to be 
reminded of the fact that the last decade has led to the discovery arid detailed 
study of new bound particle-antiparticle systems, which we shall quarkonia, since 
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they consist of bound quark-antiquark pairs. There can in principle be as many 
such systems as there‘are "flavors" of quarks (e.g. s, c, b . ..) in increasing 
order+$f heavyness). The most interesting w of these are "-WI" (cc) and 
'bottaniun" (htj), since for these heavy quarks a m-relativistic description is - 

2 quite adequate, (mc& 1.5 GeV, s a 5 GeV ;itisamusingtor&ethattheground 
stat2 of bottaniun has about 10' times the mass of pcsitm&xn!). 

. . . Figures 1 and 2 show, respectively, the presently well established levels of 
charmonium and bottanium. Today more levels are ktxlwn for these systems than for 
positronium, and more "spectral lines" (transiti~) have been identified than 
ere knam for hydrogen in Bati's days! 

h&&is-t zmarkable tit these levels? probably TV facts: first, although 
they are hadronic states, they are long-liti; electromagnetic transitions (El) 
compete in general appreciably with the emission of mesons. Seoxd, there is 
really no "series limit" in the sense of ionization into Q + Q (Q = c or b). 

TheYandYstatesarefarmedassharp reso~noes in e6 oollisi~. This iden- 
.- tifies their spin (J), parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) quantum numbers 

- readily as those of the @eta: JPC = l-- . Thequantun numbersof the states are 
readily assigned by using well-m (e.m. and hadronic) selection rules. This 
results in the PC values given at the bottan of Figs 1 ard 2. 

From-a oertain excitation on, the Y (and Y) states can dissociate into two 
chargeuznjugatemesonsM,fi;irdingtothescheme 

where q is a very light quark (d or u). The arnbination (4) is called a D-meson, 
thearnbination (g) a&meson. The mmespoding thresholds are indicated in the 

: .- Figs. by shaded bards. m these, "hidden charm" turns into "open dxzm", "hid- 
den beauty" into "open beauty". (The reason for a new name for the flavor 'b' 
should be obvious.) After all the JPC assimts are made, cne can -within the 

-- fork of the "naive" quarkonium model - assign the standard spectroscopic 
labels to the levels. This is shown in the overlay. The star&rd n = 1 and n = 2 
positrcnim levels appear, tit in addition my excited 'S, states. The spacing of 
the latter indicates that the effective potential (if there is one!) is much 
softer than the familiar l/r. 

Many authors have proposed phenomenological potentials which yield all the 
observed states, and predict new ones (e.g. D states) yet to be discovered. The 
ooming wave functions yield El matrix elements in reasonable agreement with 
'3cperiment. 

The task is to predict the "observed" potentials from first principles. The 
current theory of strong interactions, quantum ch3xxodynamics (QCD), qualitative- 
ly succeeds in achieving this. 7kis gauge theory patterned after QBI is believed 
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to explain why there is m series limit for quarkonia: quarks are forever “con- 

fined"_within any hadrrxl. It also qd.ains why the quarkonium states are so nar- 
TOW. Gstrictanalogywithpsitrmium,theC =-1 statescangodyintothree, 

-.thec= +l states only into two C = -1 field qmnta (called glucns). L-de& the 
5. X(=aP) states are obsemed to be wider than the Y or V' ('S,) states. We shall 

r&urntotheCOHEDanalogies later. -. 
Another novelty which deserves your attention is the nature of the beloved 

fine-structure constant a. It is, as we shall discuss later in mre detail, a 
km&ant" only in processes involving very small nmlentumtransfers. 

Next, ard more importantly, there is the fact that QEI has beam2 but part of a 
- broader gauge theory which includes 'w" interactions. lbrough the discovery of 

the heavy vector bosons 2' and $ at (B?N this theory has been brilliantly mn- 
firmed. The photon's heavy partner, the Z", is exchanged between essentially $J 

_ particles, not only the charged ones. Atanic parity violation experiments have 
amfi.m& this: Iaporte's rule is dead. The "weak" analogs of a are also energy 
dependent, so that at sme point the "weak" and electrmagnetic forces becme 
~le,wherebytheterm"weak"losesitsmeaning. This is illustrated in Fig. 
3. 

The mupling constant of the strong interaction (QCD), as, decreases with 
increasing momentum transfer - a point we shall discuss indetaillater.There 
have been proposals for a Grand Unified (gauge) Theory, GUT., where all three 
interactions m equally "strong" at scme very high energy. This is also indi- 

- dxd in Fig. 3. 
QED is the model gauge theory after which all others are patterned. We shall 

divide the discussion of its currmt status into two parts: Closed subjects, and 
. ._ open sujjects. To these one may refer respectively as the "rug" ax-d the "dirt", 

recalling Feynmn's famous statement that he got the Nobel Prize for being better 
than others in sweeping the dirt under the rug. 

QED, which is supposed to provide finite answers to all orders of perturbation 
theozy (AOPT), canbe represented as resting on a foundation (lccalgaugeinvari- 
ante) and on three pillars (see Fig. 4). Local gauge invariance implies that the 
theory is invariant under arbitrary @-me transformations of the electron field at 
each point in space ard time. The gmeralizaticn of this principle to invariance 
under unitary matrix transformations of the fermion fields loads to the conaapt of 
non-Abelian gauge theories which include quantum chrunodynamicsand theunified 
elect.mx&theory.The three pillars are: 
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2.1 Renormalizationtheory,and in particular the treatmentinterms of therenor- 
malization group. The latter gags back to an idea of Petermann and Stueckelberg, 
and wa? formulated quantitatively by Cell-Harm and I&w. The essence is that only 
the obsenred mass m and the m charge e of the election (a&or its heavier 

- brother leptons P and T:) enter into the final results. Ultraviolet infinities 
z 

(k -) Q) are axlsistently eliminated to ADPI. The coupling is characterized by a 
.-. "running" axpling mnstantwhich inoo~ratesva~polarizationtoallorders, 

viz. 

p(Q’) = 
a(Qt) 

1-n (Q'/Q;, 
(1 1 

whereQ= (4-rranentUm) of interest, a& Q, a "refm" 4-msmentum. The function 
K is given by 

4 Q,') 
n - = 

3K ln(Q'/Q,Z 1 + . . . 
. 

(la) 

where both Q: and Q2 >> rn; (lepton mass). Reinterpreting things in coordinate 
spaoe, (1) simply means that the effective coupling decreases with increasing 
distance: one observes the shieldinq due to virtual pairs. At extremely small 
distanoes where X(Q') is of order 1 

,291 
, i.e., - 10 cm, one could have a blow-up 

("Landau singularity") where the theory beoanesurdefined;thismayhoweverbe 
-~ "cured" by theunificationofQ)Dwithother interactions. 

The current, rather successful, theoryof strcnqinteractions, QCD, is pat- 
ternedafterQED.Itisa scenario where guarks play the r61e of leptm, massless 

: -- vector gluons the part of the photon (gauge bosons), and "color" that of the 
chrge. me big differen- with el ~gnetianisthatboththesouroes(guarks) 
and the fields (gluons) carry color, i.e. charqe. tie is again led to running 

* -- axrpling uxstant analogous to ar, viz. 

as(Q2) as(Qz 1 1 = 
-VQ’/Q; 

, II = - [(ll - 
1 1 

3 n) as(Q: 4n Jn (Q’/Q:)l (2) 

n = n* of flavors 

with,hmver,effectivelya plus sign in thed enaninator, As Q + a', i.e. r -) 0, 
the ooupling beoames weaker, cne has antishieldinq (in current slang, this pleno- 
menon is called "asymptotic freedan"). It makes it possible to justify the soft 
potentials correspondingtothe obsemd levels (Figs 1, 2) of the guarkonia. We 
mention in passing that in virtue of the quark spins and of the vector nature of 
the gluons one has the fine structures so dear to atanic physicists. 
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2.2The-ta-~*~((KIN)theorem 

lhis theorem, of rather f-1 daracter, guarantees that one may (summing over 
the final states of any inclusive e.m. prrcess) let the lepton mass ml ted to 
zerowithoutcreatingterriblehavoc. 

- 
c 

-. This relation, similar in essence to the old Bloch-Nordsieck theory, guarantees 
the absence of catastrophes (infra-red divergencies) in the limit k -+ 0. Such a 

-catastrophe auld be anticipated, but &viausly does not happen in, say, elastic 
electron scattering where the final state electron could radiate an infinite 
rxmtberof softerand softerphotis. 

From these three "pillars" arid the "foundati~" of local gauge invariance, one 
canderive -besides the innuIE.rable abnic properties youareallfamiliarwith - 
many important consequences. These are either interesting in themselves, or 
thrcqh the fact that they are readily generalized to strong interactions (QCD). 
Wediscussa few: 

. 
2.3.1 Scale invariance at large nxfnentm transfer 
Thismeans thatinan inclusivereactionlike 

(3) 

where X = any neutral state w of leptons and photons 
- 

the cross section &its, to J!CPI', a pointlike behaviour (thus scale invariance 
meaningthatnolengthsappearintheformulae): 

: -- 

o(e + 6 -) X) = 

(valid for Q2>> 4mzP). 

Note the absence of terms in In ml, a consequence of the KLN theorem. The 
reaction (3) is not ane of pll-ely academic interest. In fact, in & colliders the 
rrruonpairpraductionis usedin practicetomonitor the1 uminosity of the machine, 
i.e. for normalizatim purposes. We shall cxme back to the term in C, at a later 
point. 

It is interesting to replace the leptons in (31, either in the initial or the 
final state, by guarks. We thus consider 
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e+E -J (q + s, +x (5) 
and -- 

q+s +p+I;+x (6) 
- 

c 
'Ihebrackets in the first reaction wtthe fact thatthequarkandantiquark 

-- never appear as isolated physical particles in the final state. They can be pro- 
dued in a ba& state (of spin-parity l- equaling that of the v*). Such pairs 
are precisely the 'S quarkonia shawn in Figs 1, 2.Theirproducticxlcrosssections 

.oontain factors allawing for the fractional charges of the quarks and for their 
_ "color". Process (5) represents lRyll pair production in the oollision of any two 

hadrons, to the extent that these contain (real or virtual) 9's. In the jargon it 
is called the "Drell-Yan" process; i thasbeenthesubjectofnnxhexperimental 
investigation, and is one of our major sources of information about the quark 

- 'tavefunction" of hadrons. 
Finally, cne may replace the leptons on both sides of m.(3) by quarks. Elec- 

-tromagnetism than plays a subordinate r61e, so thatthevirtualphoton @ has to 
be replaced by a virtualgluong *. T?unks to the gauge structure cmtnon tomand 
QCD, the essential results remain valid in the latter, with as(QZ) replacing 
a(Q’). - 

2.3.2 sling ad scaling violation.at large manentum transfers 
("deeply inelastic" scatterinq) -. 
Consider (for pedagogicalreascns!) the process 

&e has for the differential cross section without radiation 

2 

da na 
1: f(d) , aE= s P = c.m. energy) 

(7) 

which can be generalized to AOPT arid to Qa, processes. Next oansider, to please 
the tastes of atanic physicists, the inelastic scattering of electrons by muonium 

e + (P ii) + e’ + X . (9) 

Because of the inelasticity , one has now a doubly differential cross section, 
which can be written as 

(10) 
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wberexis thedimensionless scaling variable 

X M (energy transfer) (11) 

- 

c withPthe4 -marrentunandMthema.ssofthe"incident"rmxnium. Equ. (10) is the 
basis of the parton model of deeply inelastic scattering of leptons, where the 

-. 
tile of the mucns in our "pedagogical" example is play& by the quarks. The elas- 
tic collision between quark arxd leptcx is turned into a (deeply) inelastic scat- 
&ring of the lepton by the hadron, the final state X ccnsisting of real hadrons 
ratherthanfreepartals. 

Because of thegauge nature ofQaD,entirelysimilar aqments hold for-- 
parton collisions. Radiative corrections are, hxzver, generally mare important 
here, because as (s for straq!) is, at given Q2, larger than a(Q'): gluons are 
more easily radiated then photcns! mider reaction (7) with photon radiation by 
the incident rrruan. The differential cross section (8) is malified as 

2 . da ' "r 
2 

zi= 7 f(d) [l +; ln Q 
mH2 

In a/El , (12) 

where AE/E is an experimental resolution. Similarly, the "structure function" F(x) 

of the v!+v- aton in Equ. (10) becures 

Ftx, In Q2/Q:) (13) - 

Thereby scale invariance is broken, although no explicit dependence M a length 
enters. Again, a logazithnic dependence as in (13) is taken over into K!D. All 

: _- structure functions "evolve", as was &xn by Gribov and Lipatov, and by Altarelli 
ard Parisi. 

-- 2.3.3 W+nerqv theorem in -ton scattering 
&a can ti that the forward scattering anglitude is given, as o -t 0, to AOPT 
foranyspinsby 

'Z'X ;: + O(oZ), (14) 

where M = a p -es/m defines the anomalous mznent for any spin. This relation, in 
arnbination with the optical theom, enables o61e to set limits on the composite 

scale of leptons. It also implies that the normal g-factor g = (JS)/(e&) of any 
pointlike particle is 2. Indeed if the electron or muon were composite, i.e. if 
they had internal excitatia at the mass scale A, their ananaly a = 
of order (me/h) or (me/h)2. 

qwouldbe 
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!fhe two cases de& whether OL- not the interactims of the underlyixq theory 

resmble gauge themies and oarserve chiral invarianoe. In either case, the pre- 
sentagreement between theory& expzriment far the electron andmuonananalous 
~saaylts rules aut an internal scale below 1 WV, [see e.g. S. J. Brodsky and J. 

- 
Rimack, Ann. Phys. 52, 315 (1969). S. J, Brodsky ax-d S. D. -11, Phys. Rev. D22, c 
2236 (1!380).1 

-. 

2.3.4 Renormalizaticn of the weak angle 8 . 
-ThestandardtheoryofelectrckRak interactions contains two coupling constants 
but only one free paranxater, the Weinberg angle ew . The latter fixes the e.m. - 

_ ueakoonnection: 

e = g sinew = g' asew (15) 

as uell as the mass ratio of the two heavy gauge bosans: 

Iz/ m . 2 = oOsew. (16) 

Since e, i.e. a, is a "running" coupling ox&ant (see above), it is clear that ew 
itself-must be "running". Theseaxsiderations areof interestformreasons: 
(i) they will tell us at which energy e.m. and "weak" interactions will become 
equally "strong", (ii) by determining ew at two energies, cne can ~imentallv 
xrify the gauge nature of the theory. 

- 

2.3.5 The ti-Bethe-Salpeter (NBS) equation 
'Ihis oovariantWl&yeguaticn,withwhi& this audience is certainly familiar, 

: -- allows to solve everything in principle, but little in actual practice. This is 
for two reasons: (i) one needs an infinite number of kernels, (ii) even in the 
ladder appraximation no analytic solution for m has been prcduoxl. 

One interesting vence of the NBS equation is that by its reduction (in 
thecaseof twoguarks) a Schrijdingerquationwith a non-localpotentialemerges. 

s2ealso mxTrnents belowunder "opWqroblems". 

3. @en pgoblenr; (‘the dirt”) 

3.1 Does the perturbation series inQEDoonverge? 
Nobody knows the answer,butpxhaps there is mansuer within the old classical 
framewo&, i.e. in a world made of leptons and photons alone. Indeed charged 
leptons interact with each other by both a and 2' exchange, a fact already veri- 
fied by vin~nt (p-pair asymnetry in & mdlisims). 'Ihere are "grand" schemes 
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to unify electroweak ard w (QCD) forces, giving them equal strength at sane 
very high (say 1O"GeV) energy, In such schemes the "Landau singularity" might be 

-= - 
'Ihs&st!3aneexciting warningsfnmPTthatthePlTseriesmayr&oxverge. 

_ r.etusmentionbo: 
c 

3.1 .l ‘Ihe d-y rate of 'S, PositrcniLpn .-. 
'Ihecurrenttheo~ticalpredict.ionis 

f = r,[7-10.282(a/n) + ~azlna)+(300~30)(a/n)rl. (17) 

- The unexpectedly large coefficient of the last, experirrrentally determined term 
might=11 be the presageof -se things to oune! A similar behavior in QCD, say 
intheanalogous 3-gl~nannibil.ationof 'S,charrtlonium,ddbea realdisaster, 
sinoe as is larger than a. 

- 3.1.2 Radiativecorrectians to~Bornaoss section 
The inclusive cross-section for e4-e dhadrons is given by 

u =- u. [l + [$] + 1.41 [$f - 64.809 [?I'+ ..I 

as reported by Gorisbny, Kataev and Iarin (m). This may be, if confirmed by 
i&eper&ntcalculation.s,an indicationof the brdcdam of the PT series in gauge - 
theories. 

3.2 Proqress cc1 the relativistic 2-body esuation 
There are three methods other than NBS. In the approach of Grotch and Yennie one 
uses an effective Dirac eguatian with m-local potentials derived fran & scat- 
tering. In a more reoent method, that of -swell and Lepage, one starts from an 
effective Schrijdinger equation, again with non-local potentials. Both methods have 
been used to calculate higher order terms for ep, ee and eE atoms. A third ap- 
proach, currently being used by S. Br&sky, T. Eller, H.C. Pauli and A. Tang, is 
that of "discretized lightane guantization". These authors directly (i.e. nume- 
rically) diagonalize the light-e Hamiltonian, of o3u~se with a truxated basis 
of Fbck states. This yields both the mass spectrum (levels) and the wave func- 
tions.Themeth&~rks for any a,butresults haveonly been reported todate for 
1 +l dimensions. 
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